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seawater (Fig. 2), according to the following

relationship.

DIP ðmmol=LÞ 0 1:43 ðT0:07Þ
� P=Ca ðmmol=molÞ þ
0:13 ðT0:05Þ ð1Þ

r2 0 0:99;P 0 0:0001

Errors on the regression are calculated with

respect to the dispersion on the y axis and

are given at 1 SE.

To test the robustness of the phosphorus

calibration based on modern global data sets,

Eq. 1 was applied to long-lived modern speci-

mens (COBAS 97a and COBAS 98) from the

western Mediterranean Sea, with growth en-

compassing about the past 30 years. Both coral

samples show an increase in P/Ca ratio ofÈ1.2%

per year over this period (Fig. 3), in agreement

with direct measurements of nutrients, reflecting

the effects of increasing agricultural, industrial,

and urban activities in the Mediterranean coun-

tries since the 1960s (29). In addition to the

general positive trend in the nutrient content for

the past 30 years, P content within D. dianthus

also reveals decadal-scale variations within the

water column and an almost constant offset be-

tween the two specimens over the growth period,

suggesting a connected evolution at different

water depths.

To further demonstrate the utility of this

new proxy, we have examined premodern and

fossil D. dianthus samples dredged from

submerged coral assemblages in the western

Mediterranean Sea. The most striking feature

of these samples, which have ages within

È120 to È11,190 years before the present

(yr B.P.) (230Th-238U ages) (table S1), is their

high P/Ca ratios (Fig. 3), which indicate the

presence of more nutrient-rich deep waters.

In particular the P content of the submodern

coral COBAS 97c is almost twice that of

present-day values, with even higher levels

being found in a 11,230-year-old coral (LM

99-124), indicating nutrient-rich seawater

similar to the present-day Chilean eutrophic

environment.

These results are also consistent with

phytoliths and freshwater diatom records from

sediment cores in the western Mediterranean

Sea, which suggest the establishment of humid

conditions at the end of the Younger Dryas

event, related to an intensification of the Af-

rican monsoon (30). This might have led to an

increase of phosphate availability, which in

the Mediterranean is mainly related to river

runoff (29). These results confirm the utility

of cold-water coral D. dianthus as a proxy for

seawater P, providing a new tool for recon-

structing changes in the nutrient status of the

oceans.
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The Structure of an Infectious P22
Virion Shows the Signal for Headful
DNA Packaging
Gabriel C. Lander,1,2 Liang Tang,1 Sherwood R. Casjens,3 Eddie B. Gilcrease,3 Peter Prevelige,4

Anton Poliakov,4 Clinton S. Potter,2 Bridget Carragher,2 John E. Johnson1*

Bacteriophages, herpesviruses, and other large double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) viruses contain
molecular machines that pump DNA into preassembled procapsids, generating internal capsid
pressures exceeding, by 10-fold, that of bottled champagne. A 17 angstrom resolution asymmetric
reconstruction of the infectious P22 virion reveals that tightly spooled DNA about the portal
dodecamer forces a conformation that is significantly different from that observed in isolated
portals assembled from ectopically expressed protein. We propose that the tight dsDNA spooling
activates the switch that signals the headful chromosome packing density to the particle exterior.

S
ince its discovery in 1952, the bacterio-

phage P22, which infects Salmonella

enterica, has been an intensely studied

model for virus assembly (1, 2). The assembly

pathway of P22, illustrating the role of the portal

protein (gp1) as a conduit for DNA packaging, is

shown in Fig. 1. As inmany other dsDNAviruses,

a sensor that detects chromosome density within

the capsid independently of DNA sequence

controls termination of genome packaging. Genet-

ic studies showed that the portal plays this role, but

how events occurring within the particle are

detected and signaled to exterior packaging

machinery remains unclear. Here we show a

three-dimensional reconstruction of infectious

P22 particles determined without applying icosa-

hedral symmetry, revealing the portal switch in an

activated state, presumably triggered by close

contact with spooled dsDNA. Comparison of this

structurewith the previously determined free portal
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structure indicates a large-scale reorganization of

the portal, which can explain the signal transduc-

tion pathway from inside to outside of the particle.

The validation of the asymmetric recon-

struction depends on previous studies in which

several components of the P22 virion machinery

were isolated and their structures determined by

x-ray crystallography or cryo–electronmicroscopy

(cryo-EM). The crystal structure of the gp9 tail

spike (an endorhamnosidase that binds to and cuts

the O-antigen polysaccharide receptor on the

bacteria) was solved as two separate fragments,

the virion-binding domain (residues 1 to 124) at

2.3 ) resolution and the receptor-binding domain

(residues 109 to 666) at 1.6) (3, 4). Cryo-EMwas

used to determine the structure of the entire tail

machine structure (gp1, 4, 9, 10, and 26), isolated

from virions, at 25 ) (5). P22 coat protein shell

structures before and after expansion were deter-

mined at subnanometer resolution by cryo-EMand

icosahedral averaging (6). Such averaging ignores

the fact that one pentameric vertex is occupied by

the portal ring in the procapsid and the whole tail

machine in the virion. At this resolution some

secondary structural elements of the coat protein

subunit and conformational changes undergone

during capsid expansion were observed, but

icosahedral averaging eliminates the density for

any non-icosahedral structural features. Cryo-EM

reconstructions of bacteriophages T7 (7, 8), T4

(9), and f29 (10–12) have been determined

without icosahedral averaging (asymmetric recon-

structions) and supplied qualitative insight into the

organization of these capsids; however, these

lower-resolution reconstructions did not reveal

details of the packaging machinery. Recently the

structure of phage epsilon 15was determined as an

asymmetric reconstruction (13), with packaged

DNA and details of the portal visible as well.

However, crystal structures are not available for

any of the viral components, nor is there any

genetic or biochemical information about the

function or location of gene products.

The asymmetric reconstruction of the P22

virion electron density exhibited the expected T 0
7l coat protein lattice (a left-handed lattice

containing seven subunits in an icosahedral as-

symetric unit) observed in the icosahedrally aver-

aged reconstruction, with a hexameric tail

assembly replacing one pentamer vertex (Fig. 2).

The color-coded location of the P22 gene products

in the particle is shown in Fig. 3A. The portal can

be readily identified within the interior of the

capsid by its 12-fold symmetry (Fig. 3, B and C).

The overall organization of the viral tail machine

was in excellent agreement with the earlier

reconstruction of the isolated tail complex (5).

Furthermore, the virion density of the individual

tail spike gp9 trimers envelopes the x-ray model

(3) of the receptor-binding portion of gp9 with

exceptional accuracy (Fig. 4A). Attachment of

gp9 to the tail-machine tube occurs in two places

on each tail-spike trimer, which suggests that it

interacts with both gp4 and gp10. The close

similarities of the coat protein lattice, the tail

machine, and the isolated tail-spike portions of

the asymmetric reconstruction of the P22 virion

to independently determined substructures indi-

cate that the reconstruction strategy accurately

reproduces the native structure of the virion Esee
supporting online material (SOM)^.

All tailed phages have a symmetry mismatch

between the tail machine_s 12-fold symmetric

portal and a 5-fold axis of the coat protein shell

(Fig. 4B). Such a mismatch has been postulated to

facilitate rotational movements during the

packaging of DNA (14–16). Although this

reconstruction neither proves nor disproves the

possibility of portal rotation uponDNApackaging,

the precision of the tail machine density in the

reconstruction requires that it must always be

aligned in a particular spatial orientation with

respect to the pentavalent coat lattice opening.

Thus, the portal in the infectious particle must

always occupy one of five equivalent registers

within the capsid opening.

Ectopically expressed gp1 assembles into

ringlike structures in vitro (5). The plasmid ex-

pressed protein used for crystallography (102

amino acids were removed from its C terminus

to increase its solubility in vitro) was analyzed

by cryo-EM, and two populations of rings were

identified, È80% with 11-fold symmetry and

20% with 12-fold symmetry. These populations

could be computationally segregated, and the

highest-resolution reconstruction was obtained of

the 11-fold portal structure. Comparison of this

1Department of Molecular Biology, The Scripps Research
Institute, 10550 North Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, CA
92037, USA. 2National Resource for Automated Molecular
Microscopy, Department of Cell Biology, The Scripps Re-
search Institute, 10550 North Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla,
CA 92037, USA. 3Department of Pathology, University of
Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA.
4Department of Microbiology, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
jackj@scripps.edu

Fig. 1. The bacteriophage P22 assembly pathway. P22 assembles a protein precursor particle called a
procapsid, which is the receptacle into which its 43.5 thousand base pairs (kbp) DNA chromosome is
packaged. P22 procapsid shells are built from two major components, 415 molecules of coat protein (gp5,
the product of gene 5) arranged in a T 0 7l icosahedral shell and roughly 250 molecules of scaffolding
protein (gp8) within the coat protein shell. In addition, smaller numbers of four other proteins are present
in the procapsid. A dodecamer of 84-kD proteins (gp1) is present at a single unique icosahedral vertex. Six
to 20 intravirion molecules of the products of genes 7, 16, and 20 are required for successful DNA
injection into susceptible cells and are released from the virion during the injection process. As DNA is
packaged, the thick procapsid shell expands from a radius of about 55 nm to a thinner, more angular shell
65 nm in diameter. Despite having a genome 41.7 kbp in length, P22 packages DNA until the capacity of the
capsid is reached,È43.5 kbp, a strategy referred to as ‘‘headful’’ DNA packaging. Termination of packaging
by cleavage of the concatemeric DNA is initiated not by sequence, but when the chromosome is at a defined
packing density that is sensed by portal protein. After DNA is packaged, the tail assembly is constructed by
the sequential addition of multiple copies of four gene products (gp4, gp10, gp26, and gp9) to the vertex
occupied by the portal ring [for further details see references (1, 2, 5) and references therein].
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structure of the isolated P22 portal with the portal

in the virion reconstruction revealed a significant

reorganization during assembly andmaturation of

the virion (Fig. 4C). Part of this apparent change

in conformation may be due to the missing 102

amino acids at the C terminus of the isolated

protein; however, the extensive differences

between the two structures imply that portions

of the portal adopt a different conformation in

the virion than when it is isolated in solution.

Termination ofDNApackagingwhen the P22

head is full implies a pressure sensor that conveys

a signal from within the particle to the exterior,

which initiates a program of cutting the DNA (by

the gp2/gp3 terminase complex), release of gp2

and gp3, and attachment of the other components

of the tail machine (gp4, 10, 9, and 26) to the

portal (Fig. 1). The reconstruction shows that the

portal ring extends from the capsid interior (where

it makes direct contact with packaged DNA) to

the outside (where it must make direct contact

with the DNA gp2/gp3 packaging-terminase

complex, during the DNA filling process). The

structural change of the portal from a Blow-
pressure[ free state to a Bhigh-pressure[ as-

sembled state is consistent with the portal as

the signal transducer of a full head of DNA.

Indeed, Casjens et al. (17) proposed a role for the

portal in headful sensing when they found that

two different single–amino acid changes (near the

N terminus and the middle of the protein) each

caused 2000 extra base pairs to be encapsidated

before the packaged DNA was cleaved from the

remaining concatemeric DNA. Examination of

the intravirion portal shows a tightly wound ring

of dsDNA (resulting from averaging many

particles with different start points for the duplex

spiral into the next ring) surrounding a region of

the portal that has undergone a conformational

change (Fig. 4C) relative to the free form. We

suggest, therefore, that the portal is in the

isolated form within the procapsid as packaging

of the DNA commences. As the DNA continues

to enter and is spooled into the capsid, the

resulting increase in pressure forces DNA to

tighten around the portal. At a critical point in

the packaging process, when the capsid has fully

expanded and with the chromosome at the

headful density, the surrounding ring of DNA

exerts such a force on the portal that it changes

conformation, signaling the packaging motor to

cease and the packaging-terminase complex to

cut the packaged chromosome from the remain-

ing concatemeric DNA. The new portal con-

formation can bind the remaining gene products

that form the tail machinery required for in-

fection. Although it was not discussed in detail,

a similar ring of apparent DNA density was

seen in the asymmetric reconstructions of T7

and epsilon 15 virions (7, 13), suggesting that

such a portal-DNA interaction may be a general

feature of the tailed-phage virions.

Further support for this hypothesis is evidenced

by a comparison of the P22 portal to the crystal

structure of the phage f29 portal. Although it does
not use the headful packaging mechanism, f29
uses a DNA translocase that is similar to other

tailed phages (18). Docking of the f29 portal

crystal structure (15) into the P22 portal density

reveals an exceptionally good fit to the lower

stalk region that extends outside of the particle

and to the lower portion of the wing region that

makes contact with the capsid protein. However,

Fig. 2. Surface volume repre-
sentation of the P22 bacterio-
phage infectious virion at 17 Å
resolution. A three-dimensional
reconstruction of the P22 virion
resulting from the superposition
of 26442 particles is shown with
the same coloring scheme as in
Fig. 1. The T 0 7l organization
(indicated by the yellow lattice
cage) of the coat proteins (blue)
is clearly visible in the recon-
struction without the imposition
of icosahedral symmetry. The tail
machinery, which exhibits 6- and
12-fold symmetry at different
distances from the virion center,
is situated at a single five-fold
vertex of the capsid and replaces
five coat subunits there.

Fig. 3. The interior features of the P22
virion. (A) The locations, deduced from
many previous molecular biological studies,
of the assembled gene products within a
cutaway view of the reconstructed density of
the P22 virion. The same coloring scheme is
used here as in Fig. 1. Gene products 1, 4,
9, 10, and 26 make up the tail machine.
Layers of dsDNA (green) are clearly visible
as concentric shells within the capsid; they
break into distinct rings of density near the
portal vertex. Density (green) in the center
of the channel formed by the ejection
proteins (purple) could be the end of the
P22 chromosome; however, density on this axis within the portal protein ring (red) does not appear
to be consistent with DNA. (B) A cutaway view of the internal portion of the asymmetrically
reconstructed particle contoured at 3 s, showing the 12-fold symmetry of the portal (red), the
putative ejection proteins (purple), and individual strands of dsDNA (green). (C) Close-up view of
the packaged interior upon 12-fold averaging along the tail tube axis. Although the E-proteins
(purple) themselves in reality may or may not exhibit 12-fold symmetry, this view demonstrates the
channel-like nature of the structure they form in the virion, as well as the dsDNA (green) that may
be seated within their channel. Three concentric shells of spooled DNA are clearly visible.
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the model of P22 does not extend to the density

that is in the upper part of the wing and above

the wing in the high-pressure form (fig. S4).

This comparison suggests that the additional

416 residues per subunit in the P22 portal are

required for pressure sensing, while a structural

core of similar size to the f29 portal (307

residues) participates in DNA packaging.

In addition to the tail machine and packaging

proteins discussed above, multiple molecules of

the products of genes 7, 16, and 20 are also pres-

ent in the infectious virion (19). They are not

essential for assembly of virion-like particles that

contain DNA (19–21), but are ejected from the

virion duringDNA injection (22) and are required

for successful DNA injection into the host cell

(20, 23). One ormore of these ejection proteins are

likely to form the tubular set of electron densities

above the portal and around the central axis of the

tail machine. This density is not dsDNA (Fig. 3B),

because of its size andmorphology, as well as the

fact that the inner channel is occupied with

density that is probably dsDNA aligned with the

tail-machine tube. Another candidate for an

ejection protein is density within the portal and

tail machine that is clearly not dsDNA, but rather

a plug-like density (colored gray in Fig. 3C) that

probably aids in maintaining the highly pressur-

ized DNA within the capsid.

The virion structure reported here is valuable

for understanding the P22 assembly program as

well as the mechanism of injection of DNA into

susceptible cells. All of the major components of

P22 were recognized in the reconstruction (Fig.

3A), and candidates for minor components were

identified, and DNA is clearly recognizable in

the particle_s interior. There are no proteins in

tailed-phage virions that hold the DNA in place

(14), so the internal rings of density must be the

packaged DNA. The observed dsDNA density is

consistent with DNA spooling about the central

axis of the particle (defined by extending the 12-

fold axis of the portal to the coat pentamer on

the opposite side of the particle), initially laying

down a layer of coaxial rings adjacent to the

protein capsid. This spool orientation is similar

to that seen in T7 and epsilon 15 and so may be

general, at least among the Podoviridae (7, 13).

It is impossible to discern from the structure,

however, whether the first DNA rings deposited

during packaging are adjacent to the portal or at

the vertex opposite the portal. The structure is

clearly a coaxial spool of DNA in contrast to

concentric spool, Bball of twine[ or folded DNA

models. The icosahedrally averaged structure of

P22 could not distinguish among these models,

but the asymmetric reconstruction does.

Layers closest to the portal display the highest

degree of order with individual rings of dsDNA

clearly defined in the first and second layers when

contoured at 2.5 times the standard deviation of the

density (Fig. 3, B and C). At lower contour levels,

five coaxial layers of DNA can be seen; the

innermost is marginally discernible as a layer.

Internal to this layer, the persistence length of the

DNA cannot be accommodated in smooth rings,

and more chaotic packing results. The DNA that

occupies the central tube above the portal is most

likely the last to enter during packaging, so that the

vectorial injection of theDNAcan proceedwith the

proper orientation (last base pairs in are the first base

pairs out). No matter whether it is laid down first or

last, the increasing disorder with distance from the

portal suggests that it is the interaction with the

portal that determines the overall orientation of the

spool and arrangement of DNA within the virion.

The exceptional order of the ring of DNA closest to

the portal indicates that it is squeezed tightly against

the portal in the infectious particle so that the portal

pressure sensor is in the Bon[ position.

Our understanding of the P22 assembly

pathway and the availability of a rich variety

of mutant P22 particles, including those that

lack ejection proteins or DNA, will allow fur-

ther understanding of the structure described

and definitive assignment of density to those

gene products that are speculative at this time.
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Fig. 4. P22 virion substructures. (A) Docking of tail-spike crystal structures. The crystal structure of the tail
spike was solved as two separate parts, the virion-binding domain and the receptor-binding domain (3, 4),
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Metagenomic Analysis of Coastal
RNA Virus Communities
Alexander I. Culley,1 Andrew S. Lang,2 Curtis A. Suttle3*

RNA viruses infect marine organisms from bacteria to whales, but RNA virus communities in the sea
remain essentially unknown. Reverse-transcribed whole-genome shotgun sequencing was used to
characterize the diversity of uncultivated marine RNA virus assemblages. A diverse assemblage of RNA
viruses, including a broad group of marine picorna-like viruses, and distant relatives of viruses infecting
arthropods and higher plants were found. Communities were dominated by distinct genotypes with
small genome sizes, and we completely assembled the genomes of several hitherto undiscovered
viruses. Our results show that the oceans are a reservoir of previously unknown RNA viruses.

H
igh mutation rates and short genera-

tion times cause RNA viruses to exist

as dynamic populations of genetic vari-

ants that are capable of using multiple host

species (1). In the oceans, the largest ecosystem

on Earth, RNA viruses infect ecologically and

economically important organisms at all trophic

levels, including heterotrophic bacteria (2), fish

(3), crustaceans (4), and marine mammals (5).

Recently, a series of previously unknown RNA

viruses have been characterized that infect

marine phytoplankton. These include positive-

sense single-stranded (ss) RNA viruses (HaRNAV

and HcRNAV) that lyse the toxic-bloom formers

Heterosigma akashiwo and Heterocapsa circular-

isquama (6, 7), a positive-sense ssRNA virus

(RsRNAV) that infects the diatom Rhizosolenia

setigera (8), and a double-stranded (ds) RNA

virus (MpRNAV) with a genome organization

similar to reoviruses that infects the cosmopol-

itan species Micromonas pusilla (9).

Despite the apparent importance of RNA

viruses to marine organisms, almost nothing is

known about natural communities of RNA vi-

ruses in the sea. The most tantalizing evidence

that the diversity of RNA viruses in the sea

extends well beyond what has been revealed in

culture comes from a study that used gene-

specific primers to target a subset of picorna-

like viruses (10). The work showed that these

positive-sense ssRNAviruses are persistent, wide-

spread, and diverse members of marine virus

communities.

Cultivation-independent genomic approaches

have recently been used to characterize entire

microbial (11, 12) and bacteriophage (13, 14)

assemblages from a diversity of ecosystems.

This approach does not require prior assump-

tions of the composition of the target commu-

nity and produces data that can be used to

estimate community structure. For this study

we used randomly reverse-transcribed whole-

genome shotgun sequencing to characterize the

diversity of uncultivated marine RNA virus

assemblages.

Natural virus communities were concentrated

from English Bay at Jericho Pier (JP) and the

Strait of Georgia (SOG), British Columbia,

Canada (table S1). RNA was extracted from the

purified virus fraction, reverse-transcribed into

cDNA, and used to construct libraries repre-

sentative of the natural RNA virus communities

(15). Few sequence fragments E37 and 19% for

JP and SOG, respectively (Fig. 1)^ showed

significant similarity EtBLASTx (16) expect

value (E) G 0.001^ to sequences in the National

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

database and no similarity to sequences from

the Sargasso Sea microbial metagenome (17).

In contrast, È90% of Sargasso Sea microbial

sequence fragments are notably similar to

sequences in the NCBI database (18). These

results imply that most RNA viruses in the

sea are distantly related to known viruses

and that their genetic diversity is much less

explored relative to that of the prokaryotic

community.

Sequence similarity (tBLASTx E G 0.001)

in our samples revealed 98% of sequences

belonged to positive-sense ssRNA viruses. The

one exception was a sequence with similarity to

a dsRNA virus. No RNA phage were detected,

supporting arguments that most marine phages

have DNA genomes (19) and that the predom-

inate hosts of marine RNA viruses are eukary-

otes. In addition, no sequences were similar to

retroviral or negative-sense ssRNA viruses. Our

results are minimum estimates of the richness

of marine viral communities, because some

viruses may have been excluded by our sam-
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Fig. 1. Composition of the JP (outer circle,
n 0 216) and the SOG (inner circle, n 0 61)
libraries. The top tBLASTx matches of
sequences from JP and SOG with the
GenBank nonredundant database (E value G
0.001) are categorized by taxonomic group.
Virus families or genera are color coded. The
Comoviridae, Dicistroviridae, Marnaviridae,
and Picornaviridae are families in the
proposed order Picornavirales (25). The
percent values for each virus group in each
library are shown. The identification of the
individual viruses from each taxonomic
group can be found in table S1.

Table 1. Classification of significant tBLASTx
matches (E value G 0.001, n 0 92) to viral
sequences into protein categories.

Protein classification
% of total
viral hits

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 39
Capsid 33
Unidentified structural 16
Unidentified nonstructural 7
Helicase 3
RNA binding protein 1
Replication initiator protein 1
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